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Comparison of GMC and Chevy lower Control Arms

In the photo above is a LH Chevy on the left and a RH GMC on the right. The top
of the photo in forward. You will note that neither has the drive line in the center.
In fact when compared to the control arm mounting points the GMC drive line is
nearer the front mount while the Chevy is very close to the rear mount. If the
Chevy were to replace the GMC then it would mount much further forward on the
frame , placing the forward mount in the center of the main cross member. Of interest is the mounting point for the torque bar. The GMC is some what aligned
with drive live while the Chevy is in the rear mounting arm. This causes the
Chevy torque bar to be about four inches shorter than the GMC.

This photo shows the relative position when the drive lines are aligned. The
Chevy, on the left, mountings are much more forward on the frame than the GMC.
Again, see the relative length difference for the torque bar.
The GMC control arm is from a 1977 Royale and the Chevy is circa 1997

This view it shows the center line of the control arm mounting points and the teal
color is the location of the torque bar also on the same centerline. Also note that
the torque box is nearly aligned with the drive line
This view
shows that the
center of the
torque box is
about two
inches directly
below the hinge
line. The GMC
socket is 1.5
inches

The Chevy torque bar is located about on the horizontal center line and outboard
of the hinge line by 2.5 inches. The torque bar socket is 1.75 inches

This shows the
torque socket
slightly above
center line

The Chevy distance
from the center of
the top of the ball
joint to the center
line of the mounting
hinge is approximately 15.5 inches.

On the GMC the distance from the top of the ball joint to the hinge line is about
14.5 inches

A comparison of the early design control arm from about 1988 through 2000 to
the current design starting in 2001. Major difference is welded assembly to a
forged steel assembly and the difference in ball joints. Early was mounted with
four rivets and late model is press fit.

This is a comparison of the Chevy knuckle on the left and the GMC on the right.
The Chevy is a taller unit, has the tie rod connection at a higher elevation and uses
a similar 80MM brake unit. The Chevy has a bolt in bearing pack using four bolts
while the GMC is a press fit. Pictures of this bearing pack are shown below The
outside diameter on the GMC bearing is 3.05 inches and the Chevy bearing is
3.90 inches.

The above picture shows the GMC knuckle laying with the wheel bearing holder
flat on the surface. A 1/2 inch rod is showing the king pin center line and the
magic marker is centered in the bearing holder. The pictures below are showing
the distance between the Lower ball joint mounting hole top surface and the upper
ball joint mounting also on the upper surface. This distance is approximately 9.5
inches.

This picture shows the Chevy knuckle laying on the bearing flat surface with a
rod thru the ball joint holes to show king pin angle. Also the marker is located in
the center of the bearing hole. The lower picture on the left shows measuring from
top to top on the ball joint mounting holes. The picture on the lower left shows a
measurement of 11.5 inches. This is exactly 2.0 inches taller than the GMC
knuckle.

These GMC pictures show the location of the axel relative to the top of the lower
ball joint mounting lug. The lower picture show about 4.875 distance from axel
center to lug measured along the king pin line

These pictures are of the Chevy axel location as measured along the king pin line.
Again the distance is approximately 4.875 indicating that the axels are in the same
location relative to the top of the lower ball joint lug on both knuckles.

These pictures show the Chevy knuckle assembly on the floor resting on the centering flange. Measurement is taken to the king pin line for consistency from
GMC to Chevy. This distance is approximately 6.5 inches and is the same for the
GMC.

Chevy parts catalog for post 2001. Changes over 2000 and before are pressed in
upper and lower ball joint, cast or forged lower control arm, upper shock mount is
stack bolt and a different knuckle using a dual cylinder caliper. Please note item
18 torque bar and item 5 pork chop. Look these up in the detail listing

There are four choices on # 5 pork chop
On the following page item # 18 are 11 different torque bars sets.

When you are considering the use of the Chevy torque bars you will need to have
a bigger socket since the Chevy is 1.75 inches hex. The men's mall is an excellent
source of a solution. All Chevy pickup trucks 1988 through 2000 utilize a welded
sheet metal lower control arm. In this arm is the proper socket for your modification. The Chevy socket is made from a round bar of 2. 5/8 diameter that has the
1.75 broached hex socket. This socket is welded at the end only in to the flat
metal arm of .190 thickness. The arm material can be cut away and then grind the
tube to it’s original diameter. No other attachment welding is present.

The formed sheet metal socket in the GMC control arm should be carefully removed and a hole of about 2.75 should be cut thru the side frames. Care should be
taken to maintain the angularity of the old socket. The Chevy socket can now be
welded into the GMC control arm. Note that the GMC material thickness is less
than the Chevy. Chevy material is .19 thick but the GMC is only .16.
Additional doublers should be added for extra strength.. Please note the hex is approximately 90 degrees rotation between the GMC and The Chevy.

The Chevy socket is a square cut on the outboard side but is a slant cut on the inboard, The length is 3 5/8 on the short side and 4 1/2 on the long side. The GMC
socket is square cut at 4 1/4 inches.

This should
be fun. My
Chevy bars
are installed in
the stretch
coach. Est.
1 3/8
length of
hex by
measuring
in from
each end.
Bar diameter 1.43 in.

Upper LH; front control arm attachment in middle of front cross member. Upper RH; rear view if upper
and lower mount. LH center; rear
cross member with torque bar.
Lower LH; modified cross member
using both GMC & Chevy sections
GMC in center & Chevy outboard.

A one inch spacer
was machined to
match to the
mating surfaces.
Longer and
higher strength
bolts were used

Because the torque bars
are located about 2 in. outboard, clearance must be
cut in frame. The header
pipe also liked this additional clearance.

The lower rear
mount and the two
upper mounts and
the shock mount
were obtained directly from the
Chevy frame intact
and mounted as a
unit to preserve
location relation.
Std Alcoa with no
extender just clears.

